Using the Keep Me Safe Cards

Front of the Cards

Photograph
Depicts behaviours and settings which model positive child safety behaviours in and around the home and which are designed to act as a discussion stimulus.

Caption
Provides the key message in simple, predominately positive statements.

Symbol and Colour Coding
The causes of injuries featured on the cards have been categorised with symbols and colour coding for the convenience of workers and to assist clients to identify issues being addressed.
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Back of the Cards
The information on the back of the cards is provided for the use of the worker.

Key message
Highlights the main message associated with the card.

Getting started
Provides examples of questions and prompts to assist to introduce the topic and determine current knowledge.

Activities
Provides ideas for what to do to get the key message across and in some instances strategies for reducing hazards.

Did you know?
This section provides the worker with statistical data and facts relevant to the topic. Depending on the audience, this information can be discussed at the worker’s discretion.

Links to card ...
Suggests other cards which can be introduced concurrently.